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Changes made to the version submitted for evaluation

Paper I

Figure references in text have been corrected

Page 50: *Euphysa aurata* has been added to Table 1

Page 43: Thirty-five species of hydromedusae... → Thirty-six species of hydromedusae...

Page 48: Salinity unit PSU added

Page 49: A total of 48 species or genera... → A total of 49 species or genera...

Page 49: ...group with 35 species or genera... → ...group with 36 species or genera...

Page 59: A total of 46 species were recorded from Korsfjord and 32 from Fanafjord → A total of 47 species were recorded from Korsfjord and 33 from Fanafjord

In addition, a few typographical corrections have been made to the Introduction and Paper I.